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What is Cloud waste 
 
Cloud waste constitutes an alarmingly hefty sum per year – projected to be as high as $21 billion by 2021. That’s an 
enormous amount of budget that companies could have spent on critical business ventures, but was instead wasted 
on unused or idle cloud resources. CloudSnooze aims to eliminate this wastage. In order to help you get started, 
we’ve compiled this checklist of potential wasted resources.  

Here is an overview of what you can find on the checklist:  

•  Orphaned Resources: When a virtual machine is terminated, some resources linked to that machine 
continue existing, incurring unnecessary costs. These are called orphaned resources. If any of these exist in 
your cloud environment, you should terminate or reassign them.  

•  Overprovisioned Resources: Your data needs may have changed since you migrated to the cloud, or you 
may have selected a package size larger than what you actually need. Whatever the reason, you may have 
cloud resources available that are far too large for your current needs. Rightsizing these resources will save 
cloud expenditure, redirecting it to where it’s needed most.  

•  Idle Resources: These types of resources are generally prime candidates for on/off scheduling. Here, you will 
find resources that are running when no one is using them, especially in a testing or development 
environment. You will also find resources that are no longer needed but have not been terminated.  

•  Legacy Resource Types: Cloud providers are constantly updating their instance families, thus your legacy 
instances are probably running on an outdated version. Newer versions are often available at lower cost.  

•  Suboptimal Pricing Options: Rather than using the “on demand” pricing option by default,  
investigate reserved instances and other pricing options that could offer discount. • Suboptimal Reserve 

Capacity: Use discount options wisely, since they easily accrue cloud waste. • Expensive Options: Choose the 
least expensive option when possible, allowing for flexibility in  

your Cloud environment.  

CloudSnooze is a SaaS (Software as a Service) platform aimed at identifying and eliminating public cloud resource 
waste. We are able to save our clients upwards of 65% on their annual Cloud expenditure. For more information, 
contact us or visit our website.  
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